
Please thoroughly review the notes section of the presentation. Many slides have 
additional information that will assist in presenting the material.
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0.2   2011-13 MECHANICS POINTS OF EMPHASIS

0.2.1  Reporting Area & Signaling. Just like your signaling sequence at the spot of the 
foul, your signals and sequence at the table speak a language. Using signals to report to the 
scorer is just like talking to the scorer, only you’re using signals instead of words. 

Delay momentarily after signaling the foul at the spot to ensure there is no 
continuing action or unsporting behaviors among players There is no need to go all the waycontinuing action or unsporting behaviors among players. There is no need to go all the way 
over to the scorer’s table. Go to the spot within the foul-reporting area that will allow you to 
properly report the foul and then get the resulting throw-in or free throws started as soon as 
possible. One of your duties while reporting is watching both benches for bench decorum 
and substitutes. If you’re too close to the table, you lose that perspective. 

After moving to the reporting area, stop and square up to the scorer. Stopping 
is critical. If you’re moving while reporting, you increase chances of the scorer missing y g p g y g
something. Use one hand to signal the number of the player that fouled. Verbalize the 
numbers at the same time. When verbalizing a two-digit number, say the full number, not 
the two parts. For example, a foul on No. 24 should be said, “Blue, twenty-four,” not “blue, 
two-four.” When giving a number combination like 22, give a distinct pause between the 
numbers so the scorer doesn’t get confused. Do not spin your hand when giving the second 
number. That turn can cause confusion. 

l d h i h i h d hSlow down when reporting. The game can’t restart without you. And when 
giving the nature or signal of the foul, make sure it’s the same preliminary signal you used 
at the spot of the foul. 

0.2.2  Substitutions. The referee should review substitutions prior to the game in a pregame 
conference with the scorer. Alert the scorer to hold substitutes at the table until those 
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Referee may designate best tosser for opening and overtime jump balls.





A.  The Trail official has primary responsibility for the area above the free-
throw line extended to the far lane line extended and outside the three-point 
arc to the end line.

B.  The Center official has primary responsibility for the area from the near 
lane line extended to the near sideline and the near half of the key area.

C.  The Lead official has primary responsibility for the near half of the key 
area and inside the arc below the free-throw line extended.

D.  Both C and T should close down on shots.







A.  Trail becomes new Lead.

B.  Center remains Center.

C.  Lead becomes new Trail.





If shooter is in your area, you must referee the defense and bring the 
shooter to back to the floor.





L does not have 3-pt attempt L does not have 3-pt attempt 
responsibilities in a front court 
offense, but may need to offer assistance on fast break.









NOTE: This slide has animation with the diagram and will start on your mouse 
click; it will proceed automatically. When it stops, just click your mouse again 
to start up the movement again.









A. The Lead administers all throw-ins on the end line in the frontcourt.

B. The Lead may administer throw-ins on either side of player when staying 
in frontcourt.  The position chosen should give the Lead the best possible 
angle to officiate the play.

C. Trail mirrors the Lead’s chop clock signal.



A.  Trail handles all throw-ins in the backcourt, regardless of location (“bump 
and run,” if necessary).

B.  Trail may bounce any sideline or end line throw-in (may depend on 
defensive pressure).

C.  If no pressure, Center and Lead may go to “home” positions. 



A.  Trail handles all throw-ins in the backcourt, regardless of location (“bump 
and run,” if necessary).

B.  Trail may bounce any sideline or end line throw-in (may depend on 
defensive pressure).

C.  If no pressure, Center and Lead may go to “home” positions. 



The official calling the foul should go to the spot within the reporting area that will 
facilitate the quickest movement to the next position. For instance, when the L calls 
an offensive foul and play is “going long” without a switch and the throw-in will be 
on the end line, the official should go to the closest edge of the reporting area to 
report and then go back to the end line to administer the throw-in. This saves steps 
and time!







Important for all officials to designate throw-in spot.





The L should go to the closest edge of the reporting area to report and then go back 
to the end line to administer the throw-in. This saves steps and time!






















